Galston Community Council
Minutes of meeting held on 09/09/14
Present: Community Councillors M Dykes, O’Rourke, D Cassidy, L Christie, S Cogley, R Gilmour, R
Lynch, N Morton, W Pattison, EA Taylor, C Whitelaw, C McClelland, S Allen, B Maxwell
Apologies: F Gilmour, D Iles, S Finlayson, J Smith, EA Cllr G Mair, EAC Councillor A Brown
In attendance: MI Marshall, PC J Boyce, Maureen Gower, Maureen Sharp
The minutes of the last meeting were proposed by C Whitelaw and seconded by B Maxwell
Matters Arising: Parking has still not been resolved at the Kebab Shop.
Maureen Gower addressed the committee, stating her concerns about the application by the Wee
Train for a beer garden. She said that if the application was successful; the resulting noise and
disturbance would be a significant nuisance for all of the neighbours.
Discussion followed about the process for objecting.
Police Report:
Was presented.
EAC Cars update:
Mizzy Marshall updated the committee regarding the regeneration scheme.
18 properties have been identified for improvement; the work is to be completed by 2018. The main
streets are higher priority where the buildings eligible for the larger grants are situated.
Questions and answers followed; one of the ongoing problems is the establishment of owners of
properties.
W Pattison, queried the Town Chambers, referring to March 2010, where they were identified as
work in progress. N Morton queried progress re ‘The Garden’. The next buildings to be commenced
are 33 – 35 Bridge St and 1 Titchfield Street.
R Lynch enquired as to whether ‘CARS’ has any compulsory element, the answer was ‘no’.

EAC:
A Brown
I apologise for late notification, but I will not be able to make tonight’s meeting. I have not seen
minutes, but some actions as I recall are
Hedge at Orchard St Lane – this has now been cut. After it was cut, I also noticed a lot of debris and
rubbish and asked outdoor amenities for a clean up which has also happened.

Road markings, Wallace St – request into Ayrshire Roads Alliance
Dog Bin, Cabbage Lane – request in.
Galston past spend/budget – I will report fully at next meeting, along with any updates for local
office.

Finance: Was presented
Secretary:
The Galston cycle route is progressing
Community Council annual seminar is Saturday 25 October
EA CAB - AGM

Planning
Garden Development in the grounds of a house on Maxwood Road and Sutherland Terrace – noted
that it is a concern.
The Wee Train Application, after discussion, it was agreed that the access was not suitable and that
it is in a conservation area, so a letter of objection would be written.
Events
The Christmas Fayre is on Sunday 7th December. Henk has expressed willingness to help again.
AOCB
An application is to be submitted for the remberance parade, only one police officer would be
available, therefore 1 volunteer would be required.
Renewable energies grant form.
It has been suggested that Barr Castle should be ‘lit’ Hugh Good is to put this to the committee.
Quotes for the work are to be requested from Raewind / EAC and Bill Milligan

Next meeting 07/10/14

